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1 Introduction 
DIGICOR offers a technology platform, collaboration tools and services that allows 
manufacturing companies and service providers to create and operate collaborative 
networks across the value chain. The platform supports the integration of non-traditional, 
small but innovative companies into the complex supply chain of large OEMs.1 
Tender Decomposition and Matchmaking Service (TDMS) is a DIGICOR component 
developed at the University of Manchester that allows the user to form and evaluate 
prospective supply-chain collaborations via decomposition of tender requirements and 
matching these against the capabilities of available companies. TDMS is aligned with the 
microservices architecture of the DIGICOR platform but it can also be deployed and run as 
a standalone service. 
The key functionalities offered by the TDMS include: 

1. Ontology representation of products, calls-for-tenders (CfTs) and company capabilities; 
2. Tender decomposition: decomposition of CfT requirements into smaller tasks; 
3. Matchmaking: matching tasks against companies’ capabilities and generating potential 

teams of companies that could jointly meet CfT requirements and submit a tender; 
4. Team evaluation: evaluating the teams towards their overall suitability for the CfT; 
5. Specification of preferred team members for matchmaking; 
6. Identification of gaps in prospective team compositions; 
7. Replacement of team members; 
8. Matchmaking for product components with the aim of incremental team building; 
9. Checking the resulting team composition with regard to gaps and redundancies. 

TDMS wraps up these functionalities in a graphical front-end implemented in Angular (v. 4), 
and it exposes a RESTful application program interface (API) for accessing these 
functionalities in the back-end. TDMS API further allows the user to run TDMS as a 
standalone service, while utilising its back-end capabilities only. The present document 
describes basic concepts and the workflow for deploying and using TDMS in such an 
application. 
TDMS has been developed in accordance with end-user requirements and end-user 
feedback of the aerospace use case of the DIGICOR. Therefore, some of its features reflect 
specifics and requirements of the aerospace industry. The presence of these features does 
not, however, impede application of TDMS in other industry settings either. As an illustration, 
we will below refer to an automotive use case of the TDMS, in which it has been deployed 
as a standalone service on the Welsh SMECluster web portal. 
The rest of the document is organised as follows. Section 2 describes key features of the 
ontological representation of products, calls-for-tenders and company characteristics in the 
TDMS. Section 3 outlines deployment of the TDMS as a standalone back-end service. 
Section 4 presents a workflow for using it as a standalone service by means of the TDMS 
API. Annex A provides further detailed specifications referred to in the text. 

 
1 Source: DIGICOR project description on www.digicor-project.eu.  
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2 TDMS Concepts 
2.1 Collaboration Ontology 
Collaboration Ontology represents a set of concepts, properties and relations for creating 
and maintaining a collaboration of companies in DIGICOR for responding to a call-for-
tenders. Figure 1 presents an overview of the Collaboration Ontology. Areas that are 
essential for the TDMS are, specifically, actors’ characteristics that can meet certain 
requirements — such as those specified by a call-for-tenders (violet colour in Figure 1). 
Requirements may define a number of goals (yellow colour) which can further be 
decomposed and assigned to individual companies based on their characteristics — to 
produce a team (orange colour) jointly meeting the requirements. 
Definition of possible characteristics in the ontology follows the requirements of the 
aerospace use case and is organized hierarchically, as shown on the ontology class diagram 
in Figure 2. Characteristics either directly contain their manifestations as instances, or they 
can be further divided into a number of sub-characteristics, as illustrated in Figures 3 and 4. 
Annex A provides a detailed specification of characteristics in terms of the respective 
ontology classes, their sub-classes, and instances. 
An instance of the Specialty characteristic is defined as an item–goal pair, where item is 
either a specific product or a product category, and goal — one of Plan&Manage, 
Design&Develop, IntegrateDesign, Source, Make, Assemble, and Deliver. In ontological 
terms, every specific product represents an individual of a certain product class — that is 
intended to describe a certain category of products. Classes themselves are organised in a 
hierarchical fashion: every product class may have one or more subclasses, so that the 
resulting class hierarchy represents a classification of products in categories, sub-
categories, sub-sub-categories, and so forth. Any product class may (but does not need to) 
have individual products as its members, which is represented by the relationship ‘has 
individual’ (see Figure 5). This kind of relationship between product classes and specific 
products is essential for matchmaking, as it allows (i) the companies to specify their 
capabilities in terms of broader categories than just specific product variants, and (ii) the 
TDMS to perform an approximate matching of the tender requirements against companies’ 
capabilities. As a result, when the requested item–goal task cannot be fulfilled by any of the 
companies then the search for suppliers can be expanded to include companies capable of 
dealing with the products of the same class. 
Apart from that, a third kind of relationship is intended to relate individual products among 
themselves, as follows: if one product is an immediate component of another then the latter 
product is related to the former by means of the relationship ‘contains’. Using this kind of 
relationship, the ontology is capable to define all products in terms of their structure, which 
is essential for finding prospective supplier collaborations that would be able to provide the 
requested product by making the components and assembling them to the final product — 
for example, when none of the companies available on the platform is capable of providing 
the product on its own. These three kinds of relationships are illustrated in Figure 5: the 
product class hierarchy involves Product as the root class, which has subclasses 
Dash_Panels, Trap, Interior_Trim, Carpet_and_other_floor_materials, and 
others. Interior_Trim_General represents a specific product that is an individual of the 
class Interior_Trim. It contains Floor_components_and_parts_General and 
other products as its immediate components — which belong to their own product classes. 
In turn, Floor_components_and_parts_General contains its own components — such 
as Carpet_and_other_floor_materials_General.
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Figure 1. Collaboration Ontology used in DIGICOR. 
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Figure 2. First and second levels of the class hierarchy of characteristics in the Collaboration Ontology. 
 
 

 

Figure 3. Subclasses of the Material characteristic, and their instances.
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Figure 4. Instances of Departments and TargetRegion characteristics. 

 
 

Figure 5. Example of relationships between products and product classes in the ontology. 

The TDMS provides an API for accessing product structures and product classification in 

terms of categories. For example, an external service can request from the TDMS the list of 

root products (which are not contained in any other product) as well as the hierarchical 

structure of every such product and present them in a graphical form to the user — who can 

then specify their company’s capabilities in terms of the specialties. The TDMS API is used 

in this way, for example, by the Company Service on the DIGICOR platform. In the same 

way, the DIGICOR’s Tender Service is requesting this information to let the user specify the 

required product (target product) and associated goals (target goals) in a call-for-tenders. 

The specific API call for obtaining the list of root products is2 

http://tdms.smecluster.com/rootproducts  

which returns a comma-separated list of product IDs. The API call for obtaining the structure 

of a product (not necessarily a root one) is 

http://tdms.smecluster.com/treeStructure/{Product} 

 
2 The actual domain name may differ. Making API calls may require user authentication (see Section 3.2). 

Legend: 
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where {Product} has to be substituted with the required product ID. This call returns a 

JSON data structure representing the product structure in a hierarchical form. Figure 6 

shows the result of executing the above call for an automotive root product called 

Automotive_Product_General. The same call equally works for non-root products —

for example: 

http://tdms.smecluster.com/treeStructure/Batteries_General  

The following call returns the hierarchy of product categories in the JSON format: 

http://tdms.smecluster.com/get/ProductClassSearch  

 

Figure 6. Example of a product structure provided by the TDMS through an API call. 
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Figure 7. Representation of characteristics of a company AirFrames Ltd. in the ontology. 

An API call is also provided for reading the hierarchy of other characteristics in the ontology: 

http://tdms.smecluster.com/ontology/enums 

which returns a data structure in JSON format. Note that definition of these characteristics 

as well as definition of products and their classes cannot be modified using the TDMS API. 

Changing these definitions shall be accomplished directly in the ontology file using Protégé 

(protege.stanford.edu). Section 3 below provides further details about the ontology file 

format and its deployment with the TDMS as a standalone service. 

Given the definition of characteristics, products, and their classes in the ontology, TDMS 

API allows the user to add companies with specific characteristics to the ontology, and 

further modify or delete these. In the same way, it allows the user to add CfTs with specific 

requirements (expressed in terms of characteristics) to the ontology, modify, or delete these. 

Figure 7 presents an illustration of several companies having been added to the ontology, 

with detailed characteristics of one of these. Section 4 below provides details on the TDMS 

API to be used for creating, reading, updating and deleting companies and CfTs from the 

ontology. 

2.2 Tender Decomposition and Matchmaking Algorithm 

Tender Decomposition and Matchmaking algorithm is used by the TDMS to provide its key 

back-end functionalities. The algorithm serves the main purpose of matching demand 

(represented by a specific CfT) with supply (capabilities of available companies), using the 

information stored in the ontology. The algorithm comprises three main blocks: tender 

decomposition, matchmaking, and team evaluation. The first block is intended to 

decompose the target product and target goals of the CfT into sub-products and sub-goals 

in a recursive fashion — using the information about the product structure from the ontology 
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and following the rules of goal decomposition, which are summarized in the table below. 

This potentially gives a variety of different tender decompositions. 

 Goal assignment as a result of decomposition 

Decomposable goals 

Plan & 

Manage 

Design & 

Develop 

Integrate 

Design 

Source Make Assemble Deliver 

Design & Develop product parts product     

Make product    parts product parts 

 

The second part of the algorithm — matchmaking — attempts to find suitable team members 

for each generated tender decomposition among companies available in the Collaboration 

Ontology and distribute tasks between them according to their characteristics. This 

potentially gives a variety of prospective teams for each tender decomposition. The process 

is guided by a number of criteria. All criteria used by the Tender Decomposition and 

Matchmaking algorithm can be divided into three categories: (i) inclusion criteria — for 

filtering out non-eligible companies from the search, (ii) grouping criteria — for gathering 

eligible ones into prospective teams capable of jointly meeting the call-for-tender 

requirements, and (iii) evaluation criteria of team suitability. The table below provides 

specific details about the criteria used in the current implementation of the TDMS, which 

follow the end-user requirements of the aerospace use case of the DIGICOR. The 

matchmaking block of the algorithm uses in particular criteria from the categories (i) and (ii). 

 Criteria classification  

Criteria Inclusion Grouping Evaluation  

1. Item–goal capabilities X X X  

2. Min. annual turnover  X X  

3. Min. number of employees  X X  

4. Required certification  X X  

5. ATA classification   X  

6. Materials   X  

7. Technology   X  

8. Preferred contract types   X  

9. Target regions   X  

10. Manufacturing locations   X  

 

The third part of the algorithm — team evaluation — evaluates the teams towards their fit, 
or overall suitability for the call-for-tenders. This is accomplished by applying evaluation 

criteria from category (iii) as indicated in the above table and matching them against the 

requirements specified in the call-for-tenders — to evaluate the goodness of coverage of 

those requirements by the team members. Note that irrelevant evaluation criteria (except for 

no. 1 and 10) can be disabled by leaving the respective CfT requirements blank. 

Apart from the main purpose explained above, Tender Decomposition and Matchmaking 

algorithm is used to provide other back-end functionalities of the TDMS: (i) replacement of 

team members, (ii) matchmaking for individual tasks or sub-tasks, and (iii) checking team 

completeness. In the latter case only the first block of the algorithm is employed — to 

generate tender decompositions and match the given team composition against these. 

Accessing these functionalities by means of the TDMS API is explained in Section 4 below. 
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3 Deployment of the TDMS as a Standalone Service 

This section provides instructions for deploying TDMS as a standalone service. The 

instructions assume basic skills in software development using Java and RESTful APIs. 

3.1 Deploying the Ontology File 

The ontology file needs to be supplied in the OWL format. Its deployment shall obey the 

following guidelines. On the assumption that several services may potentially require access 

to the same ontology file, and assuming that Docker runs on a server, the ontology file needs 

to be named as ontology.owl and located in a folder such as C:/TDMSSetup/, while 

the setup.yml file is expected to include the volume /DockerShared. With this 

configuration, TDMS can access the ontology file using the variable ontologypath = 
"DockerShared/ontology.owl", as illustrated schematically in the diagram below. 

setup.yml 
volumes: 
    - ./logs:/var/log     
    - C:/TDMSSetup:/DockerShared 
 

 

3.2 Deploying the Service 

3.2.1 Requirements 

Deploying TDMS as a standalone service requires: 

• The TDMS Setup folder (available from the TDMS developers) 

• PC with admin rights 

• Docker Desktop (version 2.0.0.3) 

• Git (version 2.17.0.windows.1) 

• Postman 

HOST_PC 

Service 1 Service 2 

C:/TDMSSetup/ontology.owl 

Volume 

DockerShared 

Docker 
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3.2.2 Configuration and setup 

Docker configuration 

Go to the Docker Settings and share the C Drive: 

            
 

Setting up the TDMS project 

Copy the TDMS Setup folder to a suitable location (example: C:\TDMSSetupC2K): 

 

Installing and running the TDMS 

To build and run the TDMS services, do the following:  

• Right-click inside the TDMSSetupC2K folder and open “Git Bash Here” 

 
 

• Run the following command in the Git window: 

docker-compose -f setup.yml up --build 
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• On the first run, it will take about 15 to 20 minutes to build and run the services. Once 

the setup is completed, you will see messages similar to the screenshot below. 

 
 

• To use the TDMS API, open Postman and use Authorization Type: Basic Auth, followed 

by the username and password provided. 

 

3.2.3 Running, testing and stopping the TDMS service 

• After completing the installation (Section 3.2.2), run the service using the following com-

mand in the Git window of the TDMSSetup folder:  docker-compose -f setup.yml up 

and wait until you get output similar to the screenshot below. 

 
 

• Type the following address to test: http://localhost:8080/companies 

or if you are using port forwarding: http://tdms.smecluster.com/companies 

 

• To stop the service: in the running TDMS Git window, press Ctrl + C and wait until you 

get output similar to the following screenshot. 

 
 

• And then run twice: docker-compose -f setup.yml down 
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4 TDMS API 

The basic workflow for using the TDMS API comprises the following steps: 

1. Update company data in the ontology — by creating, modifying or deleting company instances. 

2. Update CfT data in the ontology — by creating, modifying or deleting calls-for-tenders. 

3. Execute matchmaking for a specific CfT. 

Steps 1 and 2 are optional and can be executed in any order. The following step can further be used to support Steps 1 and 2: 

4. Read product data and possible manifestations of various characteristics. 

The information retrieved in Step 4 can then be presented to the user by a dedicated service for specifying company characteristics 

and CfT requirements (see Section 2.1). An advanced workflow may also involve a number of further steps: 

5. Execute matchmaking for individual parts of the target product in order to build the team incrementally. 

6. Replace selected team members. 

7. Check the resulting team composition for gaps and redundancies. 

8. Save and update team compositions in the ontology. 

TDMS provides a RESTful API for executing the above steps, which is presented in the respective sections below in greater detail. 

Note that the domain name to be used in the API calls will depend on the actual TDMS installation; the one adopted in the following 

calls corresponds to the TDMS deployment as a standalone service on the Welsh SMECluster web portal. Also note that making API 

calls may require user authentication (see Section 3.2 for details). 

4.1 Company Data API (CRUD calls) 

4.1.1 Creating a company in the ontology (POST) 
http://tdms.smecluster.com/addcompany 

Content-Type: application/json 
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Example of input data (Body): 
{ 
    "id": "0000000000000004-0000000000000004", 
    "name": "Company Name", 
    "description": "150 A321 Lavatory door module", 
    "acceptCurrencyNegotiation": "Y", 
    "numberOfEmployees": "1001-5000", 
    "annualTurnover": "10000000-100000000", 
    "typeOfContracts": ["Design_and_build", "Build_to_print"], 
    "certifications": ["A2LA", "ANAC"], 
    "targetRegions": ["Europe, Middle_East"], 
    "departments": [{ 
        "departmentId": "Sales", 
        "locationIds": ["UnitedKingdom"] 
    }, { 
        "departmentId": "Manufacturing", 
        "locationIds": ["Italy"] 
    }, { 
        "departmentId": "Engineering", 
        "locationIds": ["UnitedKingdom"] 
    }, { 
        "departmentId": "Service", 
        "locationIds": ["Germany"] 
    }], 
    "ataChapters": ["ATA_34 NAVIGATION", "ATA_22 AUTO FLIGHT"], 
    "capabilities": [{ 
        "capacity": { 
            "unit": "Pieces", 
            "value": 1 
        }, 
        "processIds": ["Plan&Manage", "Design&Develop"], 
        "productId": "mirror_inside1", 
        "specificationIds": ["Electronic", "Mechanical"] 
    }], 
    "technologies": ["forming_General"], 
    "materials": ["wood_General, plastic_Duroplast, coatings_Varnish"], 
    "risk": "0.6" 
} 

4.1.2 Reading all companies’ data from the ontology 
http://tdms.smecluster.com/companies 

Output format: JSON. 
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4.1.3 Updating a company’s data in the ontology (PUT) 
http://tdms.smecluster.com/updatecompany/{Company ID} 

Input data format: The same as for creating a company. 

Example of the call: http://tdms.smecluster.com/updatecompany/00000167a82cf84f-eeb3b27059340001 

4.1.4 Deleting a company from the ontology (DELETE) 

http://tdms.smecluster.com/deletecompany/{Company ID} 

Example of the call: http://tdms.smecluster.com/deletecompany/123456167a12zf84f-eeb3b270593564564 

4.2 Call-for-tenders Data API (CRUD calls) 

4.2.1 Creating a call-for-tenders in the ontology (POST) 
http://tdms.smecluster.com/addcft 

Content-Type: application/json 

Example of input data (Body): 
{ 
    "id": "0000000000000000-0000000000000005", 
    "description": "230 A321 Lavatory door panel", 
    "name": "Zodiac", 
    "OwnerCompanyId": "0000000000000004-0000000000000004", 
    "estimatedCost": "1000000.0", 
    "estimatedEffort": "81.0", 
    "typeOfContracts": [ 
        "Design_and_build" 
    ], 
    "offersDeadline": "2019-03-22", 
    "dueDate": "2019-02-20", 
    "documentIds": ["2"], 
    "deliveryRequirements": "year", 
    "deliveryTimeline": ["1.0"], 
    "targetItems": [{ 
        "productId": "door_panel1", 
        "processIds": ["Design&Develop", "Source"], 
        "specificationIds": ["Electronic"], 
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        "quantity": { 
            "value": 230.0, 
            "unit": "Pieces" 
        } 
    }], 
    "ataChapters": ["ATA_52 DOORS"], 
    "technologies": ["grinding_Belt_Grinding, chip_removing_processes_Drilling"], 
    "materials": ["wood_General, coatings_Varnish"], 
    "certifications": ["A2LA"], 
    "annualTurnovers": ["1000000.0"], 
    "numbersOfEmployees": ["200"], 
    "targetRegions": ["Asia, Africa, North_America"] 
} 

4.2.2 Reading all calls-for-tenders’ data from the ontology 
http://tdms.smecluster.com/cfTs 

Output format: JSON. 

4.2.3 Reading a call-for-tenders data from the ontology 

http://tdms.smecluster.com/cftbyid/{call-for-tenders ID} 
Output format: JSON. 

Example of the call: http://tdms.smecluster.com/cftbyid/0000000000000000-0000000000000005 

4.2.4 Updating a call-for-tenders data in the ontology 
http://tdms.smecluster.com/updatecft/{call-for-tenders ID} 
Content-Type: application/json 

Input data format (Body): The same as for creating a call-for-tenders. 

Example of the call: http://tdms.smecluster.com/updatecft/6543216856d238ad-1v12345b9f043210 

4.2.5 Deleting a call-for-tenders from the ontology 
http://tdms.smecluster.com/deleteCfT/{call-for-tenders ID} 

Example of the call: http://tdms.smecluster.com/deleteCfT/12345678c97ca3ab-00ff06a337cc0001 
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4.3 Matchmaking API 
The following POST call provides interface to the core back-end functionalities of the TDMS: tender decomposition, matchmaking 

and team evaluation, returning a list of prospective teams of companies that could jointly fulfil CfT requirements (Section 2.2): 

http://tdms.smecluster.com/match/matchmaking/{target product}/{call-for-tenders ID} 

where {target product} represents the ID of the target product of the call-for-tenders, whose ID is passed in {call-for-tenders ID}. 

Parameters: 

• preferredPartners={comma-separated list of company IDs considered as preferred team members} (optional, default value = "") 

• maxTeams={maximum number of teams to display} (optional, default value = 10) 

• excludeCompanies={comma-separated list of company IDs to be excluded from matchmaking} (optional, default value = ""); 

if the same company is contained by preferredPartners and excludeCompanies, the latter argument has priority 

Output: 

• Up to maxTeams team compositions are returned in a text string formatted as required by the Angular front-end of the TDMS. 

• Teams are sorted in the decreasing order of the team fit. If there are preferredPartners then teams involving them are listed first. 

• Team compositions indicate assignment of tasks to their team members. 

• Any gaps in a team composition (that is, tasks that cannot be assigned to any available company) are attributed to void 

companies (one void company per gap). A void company is identified by the name ‘<not available>’ and an ID beginning with ‘-‘. 

Void companies do not exist in the ontology and only appear in the generated team compositions to represent gaps, if any. 

• An error message, formatted as required by the Angular front-end, will be returned if the call-for-tenders does not contain any 

target goals, or if it does not contain a target product, or if it contains more than one target products. 

Example of the call: 
http://tdms.smecluster.com/match/matchmaking/door_panel1/0000016a91ec3747-9e9dd54127670001?preferredPartners=0000016a91f118ab-

fa71b97685c90001,0000016a9214a416-fa71b97685c90001&maxTeams=15 

4.4 Product and Enums API 
Purpose: Reading product structures, the hierarchy of product categories, and possible manifestations of various characteristics from 

the ontology. This information can be used by an external service to assist the user in specifying company characteristics and CfT 

requirements (see also Section 2.1). 
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4.4.1 Reading the list of root products from the ontology 
http://tdms.smecluster.com/rootproducts 

Output: a comma-separated list of product IDs that are not part of any other product, e.g.: "lavatory_1, new_wing_test". 

4.4.2 Reading the structure of a specific product 

http://tdms.smecluster.com/treeStructure/{Product} 
where {Product} represents a product ID, which can be either a root product or any of its parts. Output format: JSON. 

Example of the call: http://tdms.smecluster.com/treeStructure/Batteries_General 

4.4.3 Reading the hierarchy of product categories 

http://tdms.smecluster.com/get/ProductClassSearch 

Note that each product belongs to a particular category, or product class. Classes can be nested, which yields a hierarchy between 

them. This hierarchy is returned by the above call. Output format: JSON. 

4.4.4 Enums API 
The following call is intended for reading the ranges of enum attributes from the ontology, which represent various characteristics: 

http://tdms.smecluster.com/ontology/enums 

Output format: JSON. 

4.5 Matchmaking for Parts of the Target Product 
Matchmaking can also be executed for individual parts of the target product in order to let the user build the team incrementally, in a 

bottom-up fashion. The specific part in question can belong to any level of the product structure (see Section 2.1). The goals 

associated with that part are derived from the goals associated with the target product by using the rules of goal decomposition 

(Section 2.2). 

Such an iterative approach to composing a team requires creating a temporary data structure (similar to the one used for checking 

team completeness, see Section 4.7), to which the individual team compositions, as selected by the user, will be progressively added. 

This further requires controlling for any task duplication in the course of composing the entire team. 

Matchmaking for a product part can be executed using the same API call as for the entire target product (see Section 4.3), with an 
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additional parameter: 

• subItem={ID of the specific part of the target product, for which tender decomposition and matchmaking need to be executed} 

(optional, default value = ""). 

Matchmaking for the given part is executed in the context of the given call-for-tenders, where the part effectively supplants the target 

product. The goals for the part stem from the decomposable goals specified for the target product in the call-for-tenders. If there are 

no such ones, a text string with an error message is returned, formatted as required by the Angular front-end of the TDMS. 

Example of the call: 
http://tdms.smecluster.com/match/matchmaking/door_panel1/0000016a91ec3747-9e9dd54127670001?subItem=door_panel1 

4.6 Replacing Team Members (POST) 
The user may wish to replace a team member on a particular product or part (referred below to as item). TDMS will then look for 

prospective sub-teams that can fulfil the goals associated with that item and will automatically pick one with the highest team fit. Sub-

teams containing the selected company are excluded from consideration. As in the case of the initial team search, prospective sub-

teams may consist of a single company. If the search succeeds, the selected company–item combination is removed from the team 

composition and the replacement company or set of companies is inserted at its place. The user can also specify several company–

item combinations for replacement at once and can also specify preferred replacements — in a way similar to preferred partners 

(Section 4.3). 

http://tdms.smecluster.com/replaceteam/{target product}/{call-for-tenders ID} 

where {target product} represents the ID of the target product of the call-for-tenders, whose ID is passed in {call-for-tenders ID}. 

Parameters: 

• preferredPartners={comma-separated list of company IDs} (optional, default value = "") 

• excludeCompanies={comma-separated list of company IDs to be excluded from matchmaking} (optional, default value = ""); 

if the same company is contained by preferredPartners and excludeCompanies, the latter argument has priority 

Content-Type: Text 

Body: tab-separated text as a table with the following 14 columns: 

Replace (true/false), CompanyID, CompanyName, Risk, ParentProduct, SubItem, 7 columns for the possible goals 

(Plan&Manage, Design&Develop, IntegrateDesign, Source, Make, Assemble, Deliver – each as true, false, or ‘-‘), Fit 
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Example of the call and input data in the Body: 

http://tdms.smecluster.com/replaceteam/door_panel1/0000016a91ec3747-9e9dd54127670001 

false 0000016a9211192d-fa71b97685c90001 Newex Tech 0.27235097971746264 door_panel1 door_panel1 true - true - - - - 1 
false 0000016a9211192d-fa71b97685c90001 Newex Tech 0.27235097971746264 door_panel1 single_blade_door_20inch - true - - - - - 1 
true 0000016a9214a416-fa71b97685c90001 Ontoair 0.20515467437870033 door_panel1 bi_folded_door_20inch - true - - - - - 1 

Output: 
• The team composition after the replacements (if there are any) is returned in the same format as the input data passed to the 

API call in the Body (see above). 

• If the search for replacements was unsuccessful, a text string with an error message is returned, formatted as required by the 

Angular front-end of the TDMS. 

4.7 Team Completeness Check (POST) 
As a result of iterative team formation and due to possible gaps in the team compositions (Section 4.3), the user may end up with a 

team that is either incomplete or contains redundant tasks. The user can examine team completeness using the following POST call:  

http://tdms.smecluster.com/checkteam/{target product}/{call-for-tenders ID} 

where {target product} represents the ID of the target product of the call-for-tenders, whose ID is passed in {call-for-tenders ID}. 

Content-Type: Text 

Body: tab-separated text as a table with columns: CompanyID, AssignmentID, ParentProduct, SubNode, Goals, Risk, StatusAssignment 

Example of the call and input data in the body: 

http://tdms.smecluster.com/checkteam/door_panel1/0000016a91ec3747-9e9dd54127670001 

0000016a9211192d-fa71b97685c90001 - door_panel1 door_panel1 PLAN&MANAGE 0.2723509 TBD 
0000016a9211192d-fa71b97685c90001 - door_panel1 door_panel1 INTEGRATEDESIGN 0.2723509 TBD 
0000016a9211192d-fa71b97685c90001 - door_panel1 single_blade_door_20inch DESIGN&DEVELOP 0.2723509 TBD 

Output: a text string formatted as required by the Angular front-end of the TDMS, indicating specific gaps and redundancies in the 

team composition, if there are any. 
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4.8 API for Saving and Updating Team Compositions in the Ontology 
The API calls presented in this section serve the purpose of saving selected team compositions in the ontology for updating them 

later when needed. For example, as member companies of a running collaboration may quit, the initial team composition can be 

updated and matchmaking re-run for this team to fill the gaps.  

4.8.1 Adding a team to the ontology (POST) 

http://tdms.smecluster.com/addteam/{target product}/{call-for-tenders ID} 

where {target product} represents the ID of the target product of the call-for-tenders, whose ID is passed in {call-for-tenders ID}. 

Content-Type: Text 

Body: consisting of two sections, which represent the team composition in the JSON and tab-separated text formats, respectively. 

Sections have to be separated by a ‘magic word’ NPGSZNAQ2018. The second section has the same format as the Body of the team 

completeness check API call, see Section 4.7. 

Example of the call and input data in the Body: 

http://tdms.smecluster.com/addteam/door_panel1/0000016a91ec3747-9e9dd54127670001 

[ { "companyID": "0000016a9211192d-fa71b97685c90001", "assignmentId": "-", "item": "door_panel1", "parentitem": "door_panel1", "process": 
"PLAN_AND_MANAGE", "riskScore":"0.27235097971746264", "status":"TBD" } 
 ,  { "companyID": "0000016a9211192d-fa71b97685c90001", "assignmentId": "-", "item": "door_panel1", "parentitem": "door_panel1", "process": 
"INTEGRATE_DESIGN", "riskScore":"0.27235097971746264", "status":"TBD" } 
 ,  { "companyID": "0000016a9216b78a-fa71b97685c90001", "assignmentId": "-", "item": "single_blade_door_20inch", "parentitem": "door_panel1", "process": 
"DESIGN_AND_DEVELOP", "riskScore":"0.1740416851019122", "status":"TBD" } 
] 
NPGSZNAQ2018 
0000016a9211192d-fa71b97685c90001 - door_panel1 door_panel1 PLAN&MANAGE 0.27235097971746264 TBD 
0000016a9211192d-fa71b97685c90001 - door_panel1 door_panel1 INTEGRATEDESIGN 0.27235097971746264 TBD 
0000016a9216b78a-fa71b97685c90001 - door_panel1 single_blade_door_20inch DESIGN&DEVELOP 0.1740416851019122 TBD 

4.8.2 Updating a team in the ontology (PUT) 

http://tdms.smecluster.com/updateteam/{target product}/{call-for-tenders ID}/{team ID} 

where {target product} represents the ID of the target product of the call-for-tenders, whose ID is passed in {call-for-tenders ID}. The 

ID of the team subject to updating is passed in {team ID}. 

Content-Type: Text 
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Body: of the same format as when adding a team, see Section 4.8.1. 

Example of the call and input data in the body: 

http://tdms.smecluster.com/updateteam/door_panel1/0000016a91ec3747-9e9dd54127670001/ed2e59b91605436e8196546cd320ffee 

[ { "companyID": "0000016a920b30c2-fa71b97685c90001", "assignmentId": "1c74f9861a94443cad2539cbc80c7d35", "item": "lavatory_standard_handle_for_single_blade_door", "parentitem": 
"lavatory_door_handle1", "process": "DELIVER", "riskScore":"0.2711048750086048", "status":"ASSIGNED" } 
 ,  { "companyID": "0000016a920b30c2-fa71b97685c90001", "assignmentId": "9f9103b4f42a45a29a4a61b2fa2423e9", "item": "lavatory_lever_type_handle_for_single_blade_door", "parentitem": 
"lavatory_door_handle1", "process": "DELIVER", "riskScore":"0.2711048750086048", "status":"ASSIGNED" } 
 ,  { "companyID": "0000016a920e8423-fa71b97685c90001", "assignmentId": "a3120743f5954f6a849663b5b47c3eae", "item": "lavatory_door_handle1", "parentitem": "lavatory_door_handle1", "process": 
"PLAN_AND_MANAGE", "riskScore":"0.20710022421791438", "status":"ASSIGNED" } 
 ,  { "companyID": "0000016a92063b55-fa71b97685c90001", "assignmentId": "f3a65b401627422281365ca311cefeab", "item": "lavatory_lever_type_handle_for_single_blade_door", "parentitem": 
"lavatory_door_handle1", "process": "MAKE", "riskScore":"0.29522537173467367", "status":"ASSIGNED" } 
 ,  { "companyID": "0000016a920e8423-fa71b97685c90001", "assignmentId": "a48486917b444f278848ff21a2612073", "item": "lavatory_door_handle1", "parentitem": "lavatory_door_handle1", "process": 
"ASSEMBLE", "riskScore":"0.20710022421791438", "status":"ASSIGNED" } 
 ,  { "companyID": "0000016a92063b55-fa71b97685c90001", "assignmentId": "9714d17807bc4fe58c8b5e6ba852c713", "item": "lavatory_lever_alternate_materials1", "parentitem": "lavatory_door_handle1", 
"process": "DELIVER", "riskScore":"0.29522537173467367", "status":"ASSIGNED" } 
 ,  { "companyID": "0000016a920e8423-fa71b97685c90001", "assignmentId": "-", "item": "lavatory_door_handle1", "parentitem": "lavatory_door_handle1", "process": "SOURCE", 
"riskScore":"0.20710022421791438", "status":"TBD" } 
] 
NPGSZNAQ2018 
0000016a920b30c2-fa71b97685c90001 1c74f9861a94443cad2539cbc80c7d35 lavatory_door_handle1 lavatory_standard_handle_for_single_blade_door DELIVER 0.2711048750086048 ASSIGNED 
0000016a920b30c2-fa71b97685c90001 9f9103b4f42a45a29a4a61b2fa2423e9 lavatory_door_handle1 lavatory_lever_type_handle_for_single_blade_door DELIVER 0.2711048750086048 ASSIGNED 
0000016a920e8423-fa71b97685c90001 a3120743f5954f6a849663b5b47c3eae lavatory_door_handle1 lavatory_door_handle1 PLAN&MANAGE 0.20710022421791438 ASSIGNED 
0000016a92063b55-fa71b97685c90001 f3a65b401627422281365ca311cefeab lavatory_door_handle1 lavatory_lever_type_handle_for_single_blade_door MAKE 0.29522537173467367 ASSIGNED 
0000016a920e8423-fa71b97685c90001 a48486917b444f278848ff21a2612073 lavatory_door_handle1 lavatory_door_handle1 ASSEMBLE 0.20710022421791438 ASSIGNED 
0000016a92063b55-fa71b97685c90001 9714d17807bc4fe58c8b5e6ba852c713 lavatory_door_handle1 lavatory_lever_alternate_materials1 DELIVER 0.29522537173467367 ASSIGNED 
0000016a920e8423-fa71b97685c90001 - lavatory_door_handle1 lavatory_door_handle1 SOURCE 0.20710022421791438 TBD 
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Annex A: Characteristics in terms of ontology classes, 
subclasses and instances 

Class Subclass Instances 
Material Material_Auxiliary_Products material_auxiliary_products_General 

material_auxiliary_products_Lubricants 
Material_Chemicals material_chemicals_General 
Material_Coatings material_coatings_General 

material_coatings_Inmold_Coating 
material_coatings_Varnish 

Material_Composite material_composite_General 
material_composite_Crp_Carbon_Fiber 
material_composite_Grp_Carbon_Fiber 
material_composite_Honeycomb_Panels 

Material_Fluids material_fluids_General 
Material_Gases material_gases_General 
Material_Insulation material_insulation_General 

material_insulation_Foam 
material_insulation_Glasswool 

Material_Metal material_metal_General 
material_metal_Aluminium_Alloy 
material_metal_Stainless_Steel 
material_metal_Steel_And_Iron 
material_metal_Titanium 

Material_Plastic material_plastic_General 
material_plastic_Duroplast 
material_plastic_Thermoplast 

Material_Rubber material_rubber_General 
material_rubber_Foam 
material_rubber_Polymers 
material_rubber_Silicone 
material_rubber_Synthetic 
material_rubber_Thermoplasts 

Material_Textile_Drapery material_textile_drapery_General 
material_textile_drapery_Cloth 
material_textile_drapery_Leather 

Material_Wood material_wood_General 
material_wood_Solid_Wood 
material_wood_Veneer 

Technology Technology_Chip_Removing_Processes technology_chip_removing_processes_General 
technology_chip_removing_processes_Broaching 
technology_chip_removing_processes_Drilling 
technology_chip_removing_processes_Honing 
technology_chip_removing_processes_Lapping 
technology_chip_removing_processes_Milling 

Technology_Chemical_Milling technology_chemical_milling_General 
technology_chemical_milling_Chemical_Milling_Div. 
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Technology_Cutting technology_cutting_General 
technology_cutting_Cutting_Div. 
technology_cutting_Jet-Cutting 
technology_cutting_Laser-Cutting 
technology_cutting_Slitting 

Technology_Duroplastic technology_duroplastic_General 
technology_duroplastic_Lay-Up 
technology_duroplastic_Moulding 
technology_duroplastic_Pressing 
technology_duroplastic_Winding 

Technology_Forming technology_forming_General 
technology_forming_Casting 
technology_forming_Rapid_Prototyping 
technology_forming_Sintering 

Technology_Grinding technology_grinding_General 
technology_grinding_Abrasive_Brushing 
technology_grinding_Belt_Grinding 

Technology_Heat_Treatment technology_heat_treatment_General 
technology_heat_treatment_Annealing 
technology_heat_treatment_Artificial_Ageing 
technology_heat_treatment_Solution_Treatment 
technology_heat_treatment_Tempering 

Technology_Machining technology_machining_General 
technology_machining_Milling 
technology_machining_Sawing 
technology_machining_Turning 

Technology_Measurement technology_measurement_General 
technology_measurement_Measurement_Div. 

Technology_Rubber technology_rubber_General 
technology_rubber_Coating 
technology_rubber_Extrusion 
technology_rubber_Lay-Up 
technology_rubber_Moulding 
technology_rubber_Pressing 
technology_rubber_Vulcanizing 
technology_rubber_Wrapping 

Technology_Shaping technology_shaping_General 
technology_shaping_Bending 
technology_shaping_Drawing 
technology_shaping_Elongation 
technology_shaping_Free-Forming 
technology_shaping_Pressure_Forming 
technology_shaping_Primary_Shaping 
technology_shaping_Rolling 
technology_shaping_Shear_Forming 
technology_shaping_Super_Plastic_Forming 
technology_shaping_Swaging 
technology_shaping_Widening 
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Technology_Shot_Peening technology_shot_peening_General 
technology_shot_peening_Shot_Peening_Div. 

Technology_Simulation technology_simulation_General 
technology_simulation_3D-Simulation 
technology_simulation_Digital_Mock-Up_(Dmu) 
technology_simulation_Information_Flow 
technology_simulation_Material_Flow 
technology_simulation_Organisation 
technology_simulation_Stress 
technology_simulation_Test 

Technology_Surface_Treatment technology_surface_treatment_General 
technology_surface_treatment_Anodizing 
technology_surface_treatment_Coating 
technology_surface_treatment_Electroplating 
technology_surface_treatment_Inmould_Coating 
technology_surface_treatment_Painting 
technology_surface_treatment_Pickling 
technology_surface_treatment_Polishing 
technology_surface_treatment_Powder_Coating 
technology_surface_treatment_Stripping 

Technology_Testing_Methods technology_testing_methods_General 
technology_testing_methods_Dye-Penetrant 
technology_testing_methods_Others 
technology_testing_methods_Ultrasonic 
technology_testing_methods_X-Ray 

Technology_Thermoplastic technology_thermoplastic_General 
technology_thermoplastic_Coating 
technology_thermoplastic_Deep_Forming 
technology_thermoplastic_Extrusion 
technology_thermoplastic_Moulding 
technology_thermoplastic_Pressing 
technology_thermoplastic_Pultrusion 

Technology_Welding technology_welding_General 
technology_welding_Inert-
Gas_Shielded_Arc_Welding 
technology_welding_Laser-Beam_Welding 
technology_welding_Plasma_Welding 
technology_welding_Resistance_Welding 

Class Instances Data-Name 
ATA ATA_05  PERIODIC INSPECTIONS 

ATA_06  DIMENSIONS AND AREAS 
ATA_07  LIFTING AND SHORING 
ATA_08  LEVELING AND WEIGHING 
ATA_09  TOWING AND TAXIING 
ATA_10  PARKING MOORING STORAGE AND RETURN TO SERVICE 
ATA_11  PLACARDS AND MARKINGS 
ATA_12  SERVICING - ROUTINE MAINTENANCE 
ATA_18  VIBRATION AND NOISE ANALYSIS 
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ATA_20  STANDARD PRACTICES - AIRFRAME 
ATA_21  AIR CONDITIONING 
ATA_22  AUTO FLIGHT 
ATA_23  COMMUNICATIONS 
ATA_24  ELECTRICAL POWER 
ATA_25  EQUIPMENT / FURNISHINGS 
ATA_26  FIRE PROTECTION 
ATA_27  FLIGHT CONTROLS 
ATA_28  FUEL 
ATA_29  HYDRAULIC POWER 
ATA_30  ICE AND RAIN PROTECTION 
ATA_31  INDICATING / RECORDING SYSTEMS 
ATA_32  LANDING GEAR 
ATA_33  LIGHTS 
ATA_34  NAVIGATION 
ATA_35  OXYGEN 
ATA_36  PNEUMATIC 
ATA_37  VACUUM 
ATA_38  WATER / WASTE 
ATA_39  ELECTRICAL - ELECTRONIC PANELS AND MULTIPURPOSE COMPONENTS 
ATA_41  WATER BALLAST 
ATA_45  CENTRAL MAINTENANCE SYSTEM _CMS_ 
ATA_46  INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
ATA_49  AIRBORNE AUXILIARY POWER 
ATA_51  STANDARD PRACTICES AND STRUCTURES - GENERAL 
ATA_52  DOORS 
ATA_53  FUSELAGE 
ATA_54  NACELLES / PYLONS 
ATA_55  STABILIZERS 
ATA_56  WINDOWS 
ATA_57  WINGS 
ATA_60  STANDARD PRACTICES - PROPELLER / ROTOR 
ATA_61  PROPELLERS / PROPULSORS 
ATA_62  MAIN ROTOR_S_ 
ATA_63  MAIN ROTOR DRIVE_S_ 
ATA_64  TAIL ROTOR 
ATA_65  TAIL ROTOR DRIVE 
ATA_66  ROTOR BLADE AND TAIL PYLON FOLDING 
ATA_67  ROTORS FLIGHT CONTROL 
ATA_70  STANDARD PRACTICES - ENGINE 
ATA_71  POWER PLANT - GENERAL 
ATA_72  ENGINE 
ATA_73  ENGINE - FUEL AND CONTROL 
ATA_74  IGNITION 
ATA_75  BLEED AIR 
ATA_76  ENGINE CONTROLS 
ATA_77  ENGINE INDICATING 
ATA_78  EXHAUST 
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ATA_79  OIL 
ATA_80  STARTING 
ATA_81  TURBINES _RECIPROCATING ENGINES_ 
ATA_82  WATER INJECTION 
ATA_83  ACCESSORY GEAR BOXES (ENGINE DRIVEN) 
ATA_84  PROPULSION AUGMENTATION 
ATA_91  CHARTS 

Class Instances 
Certifications Certificate_A2LA 

Certificate_AFRA 
Certificate_AMO 
Certificate_ANAC 
Certificate_ANACArgentina 
Certificate_ANACBrazil 
Certificate_AQAP 
Certificate_ARSA 
Certificate_ARSS 
Certificate_AS9100 
Certificate_ASA-100 
Certificate_ASTRIUMApproval 
Certificate_ATRApproval 
Certificate_AirbusApproval 
Certificate_AvioItalyApproval 
Certificate_Avio_GE_Approval 
Certificate_BDCA 
Certificate_BoeingApproval 
Certificate_BombardierApproval 
Certificate_CAA 
Certificate_CAAB 
Certificate_CAAC 
Certificate_CAACI 
Certificate_CAAI 
Certificate_CAANZ 
Certificate_CAAP 
Certificate_CAAPNG 
Certificate_CAAS 
Certificate_CAAV 
Certificate_CAD 
Certificate_CASA 
Certificate_CASE 
Certificate_CCR 
Certificate_COC 
Certificate_Capabilities 
Certificate_CathayApproval 
Certificate_CertificateOfAccreditation 
Certificate_CompleteListofAMICerts 
Certificate_DAC 
Certificate_DCAT 
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Certificate_DD2345 
Certificate_DGAC 
Certificate_DGCA 
Certificate_DIGAMC 
Certificate_DNA 
Certificate_DNV 
Certificate_DOT 
Certificate_DasellApproval 
Certificate_DassaultAviationApproval 
Certificate_DiehlApproval 
Certificate_DrugTestingCert 
Certificate_EADSApproval 
Certificate_EASA 
Certificate_EASA21J296 
Certificate_EASAPART145 
Certificate_EASAPART147 
Certificate_EASAPART21G 
Certificate_EASAPART21J 
Certificate_EFWApproval 
Certificate_EN9100 
Certificate_ENAC 
Certificate_EmbraerApproval 
Certificate_EurocopterApproval 
Certificate_FAA 
Certificate_FAAOpsSpecs 
Certificate_FAR145 
Certificate_FinmeccanicaApproval 
Certificate_GACA 
Certificate_GoodrichApproval 
Certificate_HoneywellApproval 
Certificate_IAF 
Certificate_IQNET 
Certificate_ISO 
Certificate_ISO14001 
Certificate_ISO17025 
Certificate_ISO9000 
Certificate_ISO9001 
Certificate_ISO9001_AS9100 
Certificate_ISO9002 
Certificate_ISO9100 
Certificate_ISO9110 
Certificate_JAA 
Certificate_JAR145 
Certificate_JCAB 
Certificate_JetAviationApproval 
Certificate_KANNAD 
Certificate_LBA 
Certificate_LineCard 
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Certificate_LockheedApproval 
Certificate_LufthansaTechnikApproval 
Certificate_NADCAP 
Certificate_NATOAWACSaircraftparts 
Certificate_NIST 
Certificate_OHBApproval 
Certificate_OrganizationChart 
Certificate_Others 
Certificate_PCAA 
Certificate_PECAL 
Certificate_PRI 
Certificate_PWC901A_CApproval 
Certificate_PiaggioAeroApproval 
Certificate_PilatusApproval 
Certificate_PremiumAerotecApproval 
Certificate_QCAA 
Certificate_QualityControlManual 
Certificate_RollsRoyce 
Certificate_TCCA 
Certificate_TCO 
Certificate_Thailand 
Certificate_UCCA 
Certificate_UKAS 

Locations Afghanistan 
Albania 
Algeria 
Andorra 
Angola 
Antigua and Barbuda 
Argentina 
Armenia 
Australia 
Austria 
Azerbaijan 
Bahamas 
Bahrain 
Bangladesh 
Barbados 
Belarus 
Belgium 
Belize 
Benin 
Bhutan 
Bolivia 
Bosnia and Herzegovina 
Botswana 
Brazil 
Brunei 
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Bulgaria 
Burkina Faso 
Burundi 
Cabo Verde 
Cambodia 
Cameroon 
Canada 
Central African Republic 
Chad 
Chile 
China 
Colombia 
Comoros 
Democratic Republic of the Congo 
Republic of the Congo 
Costa Rica 
Cote d'Ivoire 
Croatia 
Cuba 
Cyprus 
Czech Republic 
Denmark 
Djibouti 
Dominica 
Dominican Republic 
Ecuador 
Egypt 
El Salvador 
Equatorial Guinea 
Eritrea 
Estonia 
Eswatini 
Ethiopia 
Fiji 
Finland 
France 
Gabon 
Gambia 
Georgia 
Germany 
Ghana 
Greece 
Grenada 
Guatemala 
Guinea 
Guinea-Bissau 
Guyana 
Haiti 
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Honduras 
Hungary 
Iceland 
India 
Indonesia 
Iran 
Iraq 
Ireland 
Israel 
Italy 
Jamaica 
Japan 
Jordan 
Kazakhstan 
Kenya 
Kiribati 
Kosovo 
Kuwait 
Kyrgyzstan 
Laos 
Latvia 
Lebanon 
Lesotho 
Liberia 
Libya 
Liechtenstein 
Lithuania 
Luxembourg 
Macedonia 
Madagascar 
Malawi 
Malaysia 
Maldives 
Mali 
Malta 
Marshall Islands 
Mauritania 
Mauritius 
Mexico 
Micronesia 
Moldova 
Monaco 
Mongolia 
Montenegro 
Morocco 
Mozambique 
Myanmar 
Namibia 
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Nauru 
Nepal 
Netherlands 
New Zealand 
Nicaragua 
Niger 
Nigeria 
North Korea 
Norway 
Oman 
Pakistan 
Palau 
Palestine 
Panama 
Papua New Guinea 
Paraguay 
Peru 
Philippines 
Poland 
Portugal 
Qatar 
Romania 
Russia 
Rwanda 
Saint Kitts and Nevis 
Saint Lucia 
Saint Vincent and the Grenadines 
Samoa 
San Marino 
Sao Tome and Principe 
Saudi Arabia 
Senegal 
Serbia 
Seychelles 
Sierra Leone 
Singapore 
Slovakia 
Slovenia 
Solomon Islands 
Somalia 
South Africa 
South Korea 
South Sudan 
Spain 
Sri Lanka 
Sudan 
Suriname 
Swaziland 
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Sweden 
Switzerland 
Syria 
Taiwan 
Tajikistan 
Tanzania 
Thailand 
Timor-Leste 
Togo 
Tonga 
Trinidad and Tobago 
Tunisia 
Turkey 
Turkmenistan 
Tuvalu 
Uganda 
Ukraine 
United Arab Emirates 
United Kingdom 
United States of America 
Uruguay 
Uzbekistan 
Vanuatu 
Vatican City 
Venezuela 
Vietnam 
Yemen 
Zambia 
Zimbabwe 

AnnualTurnover 0-1000000 
1000000-10000000 
10000000-100000000 
100000000-500000000 
500000000-1000000000 
1000000000-10000000000 
10000000000-100000000000 
100000000000-500000000000 

NoOfEmployees 1 
2-10 
11-50 
51-200 
201-500 
501-1000 
1001-5000 
5001-10000 
10001-100000 
100001-500000 
500001- 
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Class Instances Object Property 
Specialty Specialty_ + UniqueID hasEconomicGoal 

 

Unknown 
ContractType Contract_Build_to_print 

Contract_Buy 
Contract_Contract_for_work_and_labour 
Contract_Design_and_build 
Contract_Service_contract 

TargetRegion Africa 
Asia 
Europe 
Middle_East 
North_America 
South_America 

Departments Engineering 
Manufacturing 
Sales 
Service 


